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Abstract
Consumers are connecting an increasing number and variety of devices to the
home network, mainly to gain access to broadband connectivity but increasingly
for applications such as media sharing. In this paper we identify new user needs
in the areas of remote control and dual screen applications and consider them in
terms of existing deployed technologies.
We discuss the particular needs of disabled people where television remote
control is concerned, and present a new approach in which media devices
implement a standard API that exposes their internal functionality for inspection
and control by other devices on the home network. Such controlling devices can
include personal assistive technology, the users of which currently lack a means
of interacting effectively with their TVs and other media devices. We describe the
full benefits of this approach as a means of further improving the remote control
experience for both able-bodied and disabled users. We also describe its
capability for improving the quality of dual screen experiences: by adding remote
control elements to the application on the secondary device, and by providing a
low-cost, high accuracy means of synchronising the experience between devices.
We have developed “Universal Control”; an experimental web API that
implements this new approach, and with which we have implemented prototypes
that demonstrate the benefits of our approach in all the scenarios described
above. These include accessible remote controls for a range of disabled users,
and some radical dual screen experiences that exploit precise inter-device
synchronisation. We present an overview of the API, and describe and
demonstrate our prototypes.
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Introduction

The way that people consume media in the home is changing. Broadcasters and other content
providers are making audio and video content available to the user on an increasing variety of
devices. People increasingly engage with multiple media at once – the use of social media to
discuss live television, for example. Content providers and third parties are starting to explore the
potential this diverse environment has for offering new and more compelling experiences to
consumers in the form of “dual screen” experiences.
At the same time, the increasing diversity of connected home devices offers more options to user
experience designers, who are trying to help users find content they want from the everlengthening list of options offered to them. Remote control applications running on personal
devices such as smartphones offer many advantages over user interfaces that are built-in to home
media devices such as TVs and radios: they can be more easily personalised, they tend to have
additional user interface affordances such as touchscreen displays and microphones, and they do
not visually obstruct main screen content. In addition, they probably need not be incorporated in
the purchase price of the device under control, as users increasingly purchase them already for
other purposes.
The advantages of remote user interfaces are of particular interest to users with perceptual,
physical or cognitive impairments that limit their ability to use traditional media devices. Some of
these users have consumer technology such as laptops and smartphones that already meet their
needs for general purpose computing (perhaps due to the addition of adaptive hardware or
software), whereas others have special-purpose assistive computing devices that could be used to
present user interfaces for remote control, amongst other purposes.
We believe that the best way for connected home devices to communicate is via the home
network. This is not new territory, and there are existing standards in this area, such as UPnP and
DLNA. In this paper, we set out the case that there are user needs that are not met by these
standards, and suggest specific additional capabilities to meet those needs.
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User Needs
2.1 Accessible Remote Control

Users' control of their media devices has most commonly been provided via infra-red remote
controls (IR-RCs) and/or a visual user interface (UI) built into the device or displayed on an
associated screen. Users must be able to use these if they want to control their devices. Visually
impaired people in particular therefore face serious accessibility issues in making use of even
basic TV functionality. Users with motor or dexterity impairments can also have problems: holding
the IR-RC, maintaining line-of-sight with the receiving sensor, or making adequate pressure on the
buttons. The whole experience – generally with dozens of keys and multiple layers of UI menus –
can be inaccessible to users with cognitive impairment.
Manufacturers sometimes produce media devices with specialised user interfaces, such as “talking
set-top boxes” for visually impaired users, or IR-RCs with extra-large buttons. As will be explained,
this kind of “adapted” UI is sub-optimal compared to a offering user groups a choice of UIs
designed from the ground up to meet their needs.
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2.2 Personalised Remote Control
Home media devices are frequently shared between multiple users. A remote control interface
running on a personal device is inherently easier to personalise than one built in to the device
being controlled. This personalisation could manifest itself in terms of the kind of content presented
to the user (with inappropriate content hidden from children entirely, for example, or with more
personal content recommendations) or in the nature of the interface presented (greatly simplified
interfaces for younger users, perhaps).
2.3 “Dual Screen” and Other Multi-Device Experiences
“Dual screen” experiences are an area of considerable interest in the media industry at present. In
this paper we use the term to imply media experiences that involve additional content from the
provider, presented on a secondary device such as a smartphone, tablet or laptop at specific
points in a programme that is being presented on a television screen. Such an experience could be
a television quiz show which users can play on their secondary devices while they watch,
competing against the studio participants.
Today’s dual screen experiences are driven by technologies such as audio watermarking audio
fingerprinting, and real-time Internet messaging. From the perspective of a content provider these
have notable limitations, which can include cost, accuracy, reliability and limited platform
compatibility. Since the devices that take part in dual screen experiences are increasingly
connected to home networks, a system of synchronising them via the network would offer
significant cost, accuracy and reliability benefits.
In the future, we see other significant user benefits from this kind of capability:
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•

More capable dual screen experiences, incorporating remote control elements into the
content on the secondary device, or interactive elements into the main screen content. For
example, the quiz show described above could be enhanced with an on-screen element
that shows how well each member of the household is doing.

•

Enhanced websites (such as TV listings or content provider sites) with additional features
that take advantage of information about the content the user is currently consuming on
their home media device(s) and the services available via them.

•

Synchronisation of new content types to a main screen programme, such as “clean” audio
without background music, alternate language tracks or director’s commentary.

•

Synchronised playback of the same media on devices in different parts of the home.

•

The appearance of seamless, real-time transfer of media playback between devices.

•

Easy transfer of users’ favourite moments in programmes to social media networks from
the television and vice versa, via a personal device.

•

Less-intrusive audience measurement techniques, for participating households. Information
about media consumption on home devices could be recorded and transmitted by the
simple addition of an unobtrusive box to the home network.

Existing Relevant Technologies

In this section we discuss some existing home network communication technologies, and evaluate
them against the user needs described above.
3.1 Universal Plug and Play – UPnP AV
Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) is a consortium standardising home network services: both
underlying technologies such as device and service discovery and real-time notification, and
higher-level standards that build on these to address a wide variety of connected home use cases.
The most relevant of these to the user needs above are the “UPnP AV” standards that define ways
to control media streaming and playback.
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To address the above user needs, UPnP AV would need extending. For example, it currently has
no means of making the device’s built-in UI remotely accessible, to enable accessible remote
control of non-standard functionality. Standardised support for global content identifiers would also
be required, to give secondary devices certainty about the exact nature of the content on the main
screen, as would the functionality needed to support the restricted playback of pay-per-view and
PIN-protected content.
In addition, to give users with disabilities the same control over their media devices that
mainstream users enjoy, manufacturers would have to implement parts of a considerable number
of UPnP services – something like 1,000 pages’ worth in all, including rarely-seen services such as
the “low power device” service (for switching the device between on and standby) and the
“software management” service for managing application lifecycles.
3.2 Universal Plug and Play – UPnP RUI
UPnP RUI (“Remote User Interface”) defines a way for media devices to serve a user interface for
rendering on remote devices. The actual interaction between devices takes place using other
protocols: the remote device can render HTML pages served from the media device via HTTP, or
protocols like AT&T’s VNC or Microsoft’s RDP protocols may be used. With respect to the user
needs set out in this paper, this approach to enabling remote user interfaces does not offer
disabled and impaired users the remote control experiences they need – these interfaces are not
customisable to the needs of individual groups of users, and (depending on the technology used)
may be hard or impossible to make accessible remotely. This approach cannot help enhance dual
screen experiences.
3.3 The Digital Living Network Alliance
The Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA) consortium is a consumer electronics industry initiative
to improve the interoperability of home media devices that communicate via the local network. The
standards that it publishes that are relevant to this paper are profiles of UPnP standards, so the
discussion of that standard above is equally applicable. DLNA is selective in its profiling, and their
current standards would not permit general purpose remote control of media devices, even within
the limitations described above for UPnP, however. In particular, DLNA’s profiled UPnP services
do not cover functionality like switching the device between on and standby, or scheduling
recordings.
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Recommendation

We believe that the best way to meet the needs identified in this paper is with new or extended
standards for home network communication. We believe that the best way to enable personalised
and accessible remote control is to define a standard API that network-connected media devices
could implement. It would expose the metadata and control functionality that applications on
remote devices need to create user interfaces as functional as those built in to the devices being
controlled. It would also allow for cheaper, more accurate and more reliable dual screen
experiences, and for future media experiences that present media and control elements on multiple
devices simultaneously, providing the user with richer, more immersive and more interactive
content.
Substantial industry investment has already been made in existing standards: particularly UPnP
AV as profiled by DLNA, and adding to or extending those standards could meet such an API’s
functional requirements. There are disadvantages to this approach, however: UPnP is undesirably
complex for a technology that needs to be as simple as possible to meet the wide range of different
disabled user needs. In addition, web browsers cannot currently access UPnP services, eliminating
both a cheap way to develop remote control applications, and the creation of web-based dualscreen experiences.
BBC R&D has developed an alternative API that we have called “Universal Control” that attempts
to provide an alternative to UPnP for remote control purposes, and enables solutions to the user
needs set out above.
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4.1 The Universal Control API
The Universal Control (UC) API (Barrett et al, (1,2)) is a RESTful web API served from a
controllable media device over the home network. It was designed according to a number of key
principles:
•

A uniform model for content: audio, video, interactive services, apps and widgets should be
represented as the same entities within the data model.

•

Modularity, permitting the API to be served from a wide range of devices.

•

Simplicity: providing the simplest possible API that would meet user needs, and
concentrating on core functionality that is common to different media devices and
represents the majority of user interactions with them.

•

Cross-platform compatibility for client devices (native and web applications on mobile,
tablet and desktop platforms) and for media devices.
4.1.1 API Design

The API was designed as a RESTful web API to avoid the overhead and library requirements of
binary RPC or SOAP standards, ensure compatibility with web applications and tap into the
widespread developer familiarity with these interfaces.
The design breaks down the functionality of media devices into components, with web “resources”
representing individual aspects of the state of the device. For example, one resource represents
the main output of the device – if this is a television screen, its state could comprise the volume,
aspect ratio and details of the content being presented on it. Another resource represents the
content sources available via that device, be they broadcast channels, DLNA media servers or
Internet VOD services. A third represents the content available from those sources, and allows
them to be searched or browsed.
4.1.2 Remote Control
In this “state-based” model of a set-top box, remote control applications fetch state information and
present it to the user. When the user conveys the intent that an aspect of that state should change,
the application sends back the new state that the user wishes the media device to be in, and the
device responds accordingly.
Remote control clients can monitor a special “events” resource to keep track of aspects of the
controlled device’s state that change (such as the content being presented), to ensure that the
information presented to the user is kept up to date. It employs a “long polling” technique, informing
clients of state changes in real-time.
4.1.3 Synchronisation
For synchronisation, remote devices simply monitor the resources representing a given output and
its media playhead. From this it is possible to determine the content being presented and the
playhead’s speed, direction and position. The “events” resource described above can be used to
track these parameters in real time.
4.1.4 Discovery and Security
The API supports automatic discovery for the benefit of client platforms that can implement it
(using the “multicast DNS” and “DNS service discovery” protocols), and defines a manual scheme
for clients that don’t, such as those running in a browser environment. The latter involves a “pairing
code” generated by the device being controlled, which converts the device’s IP address into a short
code that the user enters into the client application.
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The API also defines a security scheme that offers reasonable protection against control of the settop box by unauthorised client devices, and a separate system of requiring explicit user
confirmation of protected actions, with optional PIN entry.
4.1.5 The API Extension Mechanism
Applications running on the device being controlled can dynamically extend the API to allow the
exchange of arbitrary information between them and applications running on remote client devices.
This enables multi-device experiences beyond simple time synchronisation of content.
4.1.6 Application Lifecycle Management
The API implements full lifecycle management for applications, from installation through execution
to removal (where appropriate). The model is appropriate for interactive applications that are
carried alongside broadcast content, pre-installed applications or applications downloaded from an
“app store” environment.
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Prototype Universal Control Clients

In this section we describe some of the prototype clients that we have developed in order to
demonstrate and research the utility and benefits of the Universal Control API.
5.1 Exploiting Native Accessibility Provision - the iOS UC Client
Disabled users already use assistive technology for crucial tasks in life (communication and
mobility, for example), and invest considerable time in choosing appropriate solutions (such as
specific speech-synthesising screen-reader software, in the case of many visually impaired users)
and configuring it for their personal needs.
There is enormous potential value in leveraging this individual investment in finding and configuring
appropriate assistive technology. In many cases, supporting the creation of remote client
applications for users’ existing assistive devices will result in a far superior solution than “one size
fits all” assistive features built into home media devices.
To demonstrate and investigate the utility of this approach we have
developed a UC client application for the Apple iPhone, shown in
Figure 1. As native software, it is supported by the iPhone’s native
screen-reader software, “Voiceover”.
Voiceover aside, the application is a useful general-purpose remote
control, using the platform’s native UI elements. With Voiceover
switched on, this functionality becomes available to all users familiar
with those assistive features. In informal user testing, visually
impaired iPhone users found it easy to access a range of TV
operations that would be difficult or impossible with conventional
user interfaces.
5.2 Switch Control
People with motor impairments often use accessible switches to
interact with computers. Typically, the switches are used with a
bespoke UI (sometimes integrated into a wheelchair) in which multilayered menu options are highlighted in turn by a timer, with the
switch used to make a selection. Careful and customisable user
interface design is critical to meeting their needs. An abstracted
control interface enables users’ existing assistive technology to
control media devices.
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Figure 1 – The iOS app.

We worked with the staff and
students of Beaumont College, a
college for young adults with
significant physical disabilities,
including many switch users. We
developed a prototype remote
control in Flash (shown in use in
Figure 2), which can be
integrated with the switch-driven
software built into students’
wheelchairs. The students are
enthusiastic about the new levels
of control the prototype gives
them of their TV experiences, via
software that is closely integrated
Figure 2 – A user with cerebral palsy operating a prototype
with the on-screen UIs they
single switch remote control client.
already use and the physicallayer controllers (including single
switches) that have been optimised for each student by skilled therapists. The benefits of the
approach have been demonstrated in user tests.
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Synchronised Media Experiences – Dual Screen and Beyond
6.1 Direct Synchronisation of Companion Content

In 2010, the BBC carried out one of several trials of television “companion content” to accompany
a broadcast of the wildlife programme “Autumnwatch”. During the programme, factual content (text,
images and some animation) was published to the web at appropriate points in the show, driven in
real time by an operator working with the production team, and viewed on a secondary device.
Because the experience was synchronised by real-time Internet messaging, it was only available
live.
As described above, one of the aims of UC was to enable more accurate and reliable
synchronisation, and we demonstrated this by integrating the Autumnwatch content into a UCsynchronised web application.
This also featured simple remote
control elements – a clickable
timeline to allow seeking within
the main screen programme, and
a pause button to allow users to
concentrate on one part of the
experience at a time.
6.2 Synchronised
Alternative Audio
To demonstrate the potential of
synchronising other forms of
media, we have implemented a
smartphone application that
offers an alternative audio track
to accompany a TV programme.
There are several uses for this
type of experience, but one
important example is the
provision of audio description
(AD) to just those individuals with

Figure 3 – The Autumnwatch Companion application.
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visual impairments in a mixed group of viewers. In those households where individual preferences
or requirements for AD are strong, this facilitates the enjoyment of television as a shared
experience while still meeting viewer’s individual needs. Other potential uses are the delivery of
alternate language tracks or director’s commentary.
Our application is another UC client, which uses the same synchronisation techniques as
described above. The audio in question is a pre-delivered recording of a forthcoming audio
described programme. In testing, our unoptimised algorithm achieved synchronisation with an
offset below 165ms 95% of the time – easily good enough for AD or director’s commentary (unless
these are pre-mixed with the programme audio).
6.3 Embedded Clients
To demonstrate the potential for UC implementations
on very low-end platforms, we have developed a
special-purpose client running on the NXP LPC1768
(“mbed”) platform: an ARM Microcontroller costing
less than $6 in volume, with just 32KB of RAM. The
controller was embedded in an off-the-shelf remote
controlled toy, in this case a model “Dalek” from the
BBC series “Dr Who” (see Figure 4). As before, the
client running on the microcontroller monitors the
TV’s state and triggers synchronised movement and
sound effects at appropriate moments in a particular
programme. This additional actor’s “script” is stored
locally in flash memory.
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Figure 4 – The “Dalek” UC prototype.

Conclusion

We have identified user needs that are not met by existing technologies for home network
communication and media control. We have described Universal Control, a new approach to
enabling remote control and synchronisation between devices in the home, and we have described
prototype implementations of the API on a variety of client platforms that demonstrate the benefits
of the approach in meeting those user needs.
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